
Image Appearance Models

Task: Model the detailed image appearance of a class of objects

under a wide range of viewing conditions.

Motivation: Such a model could be used for:

� tracking,

� detection,

� recognition (of object’s class or of the individual).

Difficulty: Even with restricted viewpoints, poses, and lighting con-

ditions, the image appearance of an object can vary significantly over

time.

For example, a single image template (from the first frame of a se-

quence) is unlikely to provide a good fit to the appearance of the pi-

geons over a lengthy sequence.
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Simple Approach: Subspace Appearance Models

Idea: Images are not random, especially those of an object, or similar

objects, under different viewing conditions.

Rather, than storing every image, we might try to represent the images

more effectively, e.g., in a lower dimensionalsubspace.

For example, let’s represent eachN � N image as a point in anN 2-

dim vector space (e.g., ordering the pixels lexicographically to form

the vectors).

(red points denote images, blue vectors denote image differences)

How do we find a low-dimensional basis to accurately model (approx-

imate) each image of the training ensemble (as a linear combination

of basis images)?
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Linear Subspace Models

We seek a linear basis with which each image in the ensemble is ap-

proximated as a linear combination of basis imagesbk(~x)

I(~x) �
KX
k=1

ak bk(~x) (1)

Thesubspace coefficients~a=(a1; :::; aK) comprise the representaion.

With some abuse of notation, assuming basis imagesbk(~x) with N 2

pixels, let’s define

~bk – anN 2�1 vector with pixels arranged in lexicographic order

B – a matrix with columns~bk, i.e., B = [~b1; :::; ~bK ] 2 RN2�K

With this notation we can rewrite Eq. (1) in matrix algebra as

~I � B~a (2)
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Choosing The Basis

Orthogonality: Let’s assume orthogonal basis functions,

k ~bk k2 = 1 ; ~bj

T~bk = Æjk :

Subspace Coefficients: It follows from the linear model in Eq. (2)

and the orthogonality of the basis functions that

~bk

T~I � ~bk

T
B~a = ~bk

T
[~b1; :::; ~bK ]~a = ak

This selection of coefficients,~a = B
T~I , minimizes the sum of squared

errors (or sum of squared pixel differences, SSD):

min
~a2RK

k ~I�B~a k22

Basis Images: In order to select the basis functionsf~bkgKk=1 , sup-

pose we have a training set of images

f~Il gLl=1 ; with L� K

(Let’s also assume the images are mean zero. If the mean is nonzero,

subtract the mean image,1
L

P
l
~Il, from each training image.)

Finally, let’s select the basis,f~bkgKk=1 , to minimize squared recon-

struction error:
LX
l=1

min
~al

k ~Il �B~al k22
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Intuitions

Example: let’s consider a set of imagesf~Il gLl=1, each with only two

pixels. So, each image can be viewed as a 2D point,~Il 2 R2.
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For a model with only one basis image, what should~b1 be?

Approach: Fit an ellipse to the distribution of the image data, and

choose~b1 to be a unit vector in the direction of the major axis.

Define the ellipse as~xTC�1~x = 1, whereC is the sample covariance

matrix of the image data,

C =
1

L

LX
l=1

~Il~Il
T

The eigenvectors ofC provide the major axis, i.e.,

CU = UD

for orthogonal matrixU = [~u1; ~u2], and diagonal matrixD with el-

ementsd1 � d2 � 0. The direction~u1 associated with the largest

eigenvalue is the direction of the major axis, so let~b1 = ~u1.
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Principal Components Analysis

Theorem: (Minimum reconstruction error)The orthogonal basisB,

of rankK < N 2, that minimizes the squared reconstruction error over

training data,f~IlgLl=1, i.e.,

LX
l=1

min
~al

k ~Il �B~al k22

is given by the firstK eigenvectors of the data covariance matrix

C =
1

L

LX
l=1

~Il~Il
T 2 RN2�N2

; for which CU = UD

whereU= [~u1; :::; ~uN2] is orthogonal, andD=diag(d1; :::; dN2) with

d1�d2� ::: �dN2.

That is, the optimal basis vectors are~bk=~uk, for k = 1:::K. The cor-

responding basis imagesfbk(~x)gKk=1 are often called eigen-images.

Proof: see the derivation below.
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Derivation of PCA

To begin, we want to findB in order to minimize squared error in subspace approximations to the

images of the training ensemble.

E =
LX
l=1

min
~al

k ~Il �B~al k
2

2

Given the assumption that the columns ofB are orthonormal, the optimal coefficients are~al = B
T~Il,

so

E =
LX
l=1

min
~al

k ~Il �B~al k
2

2
= k ~Il �BB

T~Il k
2

2
(3)

Furthermore, writing the each training image as a column in a matrixA =
h
~I1; :::;~IL

i
, we have

E =
LX
l=1

k ~Il �BB
T~Il k

2

2
= k A�BBT

A k2
F

= trace
�
AA

T
�
� trace

�
B
T
AA

T
B
�

You get this last step by expanding the square and notingB
T
B = IK , and using the properties of

trace, e.g.,trace[A] = trace[AT ], and alsotrace[BT
AA

T
B] = trace[AT

BB
T
A] .

So the minmize the average squared error in the approximation we want to findB to maximize

E 0 = trace
�
B
T
AA

T
B
�

(4)

Now, let’s use the fact that for the data covariance,C we haveC = 1

L
AA

T . Moreover, as defined

above the SVD ofC can be written asC = UDUT . So, let’s substitute the SVD intoE 0:

E 0 = trace
�
B
T
UDU

T
B
�

(5)

where of courseU is orthogonal, andD is diagonal.

Now we just have to show that we want to chooseB such that the trace strips off the firstK elements

of D to maximizeE 0. Intuitively, note thatBT
U must be rankK sinceB is rankK. And note that

the diagonal elements ofD are ordered. Also the trace is invariant under matrix rotation. So, the

highest rankK trace we can hope to get is by choosingB so that, when combined withU we keep

the firstK columns ofD. That is, the columns ofB should be the firstK orthonormal rows ofU.

We need to make this a little more rigorous, but that’s it for now...
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Other Properties of PCA

Maximum Variance: TheK-D subspace approximation captures

the greatest possible variance in the training data.

� For ak = ~bk

T~I, and~a = (a1; :::; aK), the subspace coefficient

covariance is E[~a~aT ] = diag(d1; :::; dK). That is, the diagonal

entries ofD are marginal variances of the subspace coefficients:

�2
k � E[a2k] = dk :

Also note E[aj ak] = 0 for j 6= k, so distinct coefficients are

uncorrelated.

� The total varianceV in the training set (recall the images are zero

mean) is the sum of the squared pixel responses over all images.

This is equivalent toV =
PN2

k=1 �
2
k.

� Total varianceexplainedby the optimalK-dimensional basisB isPK
k=1 �

2
k. Similarly the residualunexplainedvariance is

PN2

k=K+1 �
2
k.

� Expressing these terms as fractions of the total variance, we have:

dQk � �2
k=V; fraction of variance explained bykth basis vector,

QK �
KX
k=1

�2
k=V; fraction of variance explained by subspaceB.
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Eye Subspace Model

Subset of 1196 eye images (25� 20):

Left Eyes Right Eyes

Variance captured:
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Left plot showsdQk, the marginal variance for each principal direc-
tion divided by the total variance in the training data, as a function of
the singular value indexk.
Right plot showsQk the fraction of the total variance captured by the
principal subspaceB, as a function of the subspace dimensionK.
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Eye Subspace Model

Mean Eye:

Basis Images(1�6; and 10 :5 :35):

Reconstructions(for K = 5; 20; 50):

Eye Im age Reconst ruct ion
(K = 5)

Reconst ruct ion
(K = 20)

Reconst ruct ion
(K = 50)

Eye Im age Reconst ruct ion
(K = 5)

Reconst ruct ion
(K = 20)

Reconst ruct ion
(K = 50)
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Eye Detection

The PCA analysis can be used to develop a simple Gaussian model

for eye images, which then motivates an eye detector based on (es-

sentially) the residual squared error (see the utvis eigenTut tutorial).

ROC Curves:

� true detection rate vs false positive rate,

� trade-off (as a function of a decision threshold) between detection

rate and specificity.
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Here the eye images in the test set were different from the those in the

training set. Non-eyes were drawn at random from textured regions

in images.
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Eigen-Eye Detection Examples

A 5% false positive rate provides a weak detector which will respond

on many non-eyes. This could be combined with other sources of

information (eg. skin colour, motion, blink detectors) in order to pro-

vide a more specific detector.
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EigenTracking

Problems with eigen-matching:

1. Sensitive to unmodelled variations (e.g. backgrounds or occlu-

sions).

2. Testing every image patch, possibly across a range of scales and

image orientations, is expensive. Alternatively, the image of the

object needs to be segmented and normalized.

3. Lack of specificity, too many false-positives.

The eigentracking paper addresses the first two of these issues by:

1. Introducing a robust error norm,�(~I �B~a),

2. Simultaneously aligns a new image with the eigenspace and de-

termines the appearance coefficients~a (given a suitable initial

guess, say from a previous frame in tracking.)
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EigenTracking Overview

Eigenspace:

...

≅

...

Cannonical Views:

Training:

Reconstruct

Track

Pose

Match

Image Sequence:

This involves the joint minimization of

E(~p;~a) �
X
~x

�(I( ~W (~x; ~p); t)�
X
k

Bk(~x)ak)

HereI(~x; t) is the current image,~a are the subspace appearance pa-
rameters,~p are the pose parameters,~W (~x; ~p) is the image warp (e.g.
affine), and�(e) is a robust error norm.
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EigenTracking Results

Implementation Details.

� Gradient-based image matching, similar to motion estimation.

� Coarse to fine processing to deal with large motions. Eigen-

pyramids.

� A K = 25 dimensional basis was used.

� Here�(e) � e2 for processing speed, since the background is

uncluttered.

� In order to handle a cluttered background a redescending estima-

tor should be used. However, difficulties can be expected when

the hand covers a small part of a cluttered frame.
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EigenTracking Discussion
Discussion Points

1. Would you expect eigen-tracking to work on the pigeon sequence?
What would be involved?

2. Would you expect the same approach to work on the Bahen hall-
way sequence? Explain.

3. What is the trade-off between explicitly representing pose vari-
ability using the warps, versus restricting the warps and treating
variations in poses as generic image variations? For example:

(a) Suppose we used eigen-models to represent the pigeons in
some canonical coordinate frame, but allowed their image ori-
entation to vary (e.g. we used only image translation for the
warps ~W (~x; ~p)). How would that effect the results?

(b) Suppose we removed the warp entirely, and used one eigen-
model to represent the entire frame in the pigeon sequence
(possibly at lower resolution). How could we use the results
for tracking?

4. In a cluttered environment it might be useful to use eigentracking
in a particle filtering framework. What are some of the sources of
difficulty you might expect?

5. Could we learn the eigen-space appearance model (with warps)
on the fly?

6. How do these approaches for learning 2D image models compare
with those for learning 3D models?
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Object Recognition and Pose Identification

Murase and Nayar (1995)

� images of multiple objects, taken with different camera positions
(�1) and lighting directions (�2).

� each object occupies a manifold in the subspace (as a function of
�1; �2).

� recognition: given a segmented and normalized object, nearest
neighbour on manifold found, providing pose and lighting infor-
mation.
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Active Appearance Models

An example of learning a richer family of image warps together with

an appearance model is provided by the work of Cootes, Taylor, and

colleagues.

Eigen-models are used to represent both the pose and the appearance

variability. As in eigen-tracking, both the pose and appearance pa-

rameters are fit to new images.
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Pose Identification from Silhouettes

Elgammal and Lee (2004)

� A low dimensional model for silhouettes of a walking human fig-

ure are learned (using non-linear embedding),

� The mappings from this embedded manifold to silhouettes, along

with a mapping from the embedded manifold to pose space, are

interpolated.
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Pose Identification from Silhouettes, Cont.

Pose identification: Given a segmented and normalized difference

from background image, a nearest neighbour on the manifold is found.
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EigenTracking with a Particle Filter

Khan, Balch, and Dellaert [2004]define the state to be estimated at

time t to be

~xt �
 
~lt

~at

!

where~lt, ~at are the pose and appearance parameters, respectively, for

an appearance model.

A standard particle filter could be applied to this state;

Pro We represent the specific appearance of the object being tracked

and its variablility over time.

Pro An appearance model adapted to recent past data should improve

tracking in clutter.

Con A key disadvantage is the increase in the state dimension over

just using 2D location (pose) parameters. The discrete approxi-

mation of the distributions is therefore considerably tougher.

Hybrid Particles. Suppose we use a discrete approximation for the

pose variables~lt, but we maintain a Gaussian distribution for the ap-

pearance model. That is, theith particle has location~l it and the appear-

ance parameters are distributed according to the normal distribution

N(~atj~� i
t ;�

i
t) (see the example on the next page).

Is the recursive estimation of(� i
t ;
~l it ; ~�

i
t ;�

i
t) feasible? (Here� denotes

the particle weight.)
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Gaussian Appearance Model

Consider the previous PCA eye model. A possible generative model,

M, for random eye images is:

~I = ~m +

 
KX
k=1

ak~bk

!
+ ~e

where ~m is the mean eye image,~e � N (0; �2
e IN2) where�2

e =
1
N2

PN2

k=K+1 �
2
k is the per pixel out-of-subspace variance,ak�N (0; �2

k),

where�2
k + �2

e is the sample variance associated with thekth princi-

pal direction in the training data. (This model matches the first and

second order statistics of the data within the subspace.)

Random Eye Images:

Random  draws from  gener ative m odel  (w ith K = 5, 10, 20, 50, 100,  200)

So the likelihood of an image of a eye given this modelM is

p(~I jM) =

 
KY
k=1

p(akjM)

!
p(~e jM)

where

p(akjM) =
1p
2��k

e
�

a2
k

2�2
k ; p(~e jM) =

N2Y
j=1

1p
2��e

e
�

e2
j

2�2e :
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Recursive Hybrid Particle Filter

Recursive Filtering

p(~xtj~Z1:t) = kp(~Ztj~xt)
Z
~xt�1

p(~xtj~xt�1)p(~xt�1j~Z1:t�1):

Marginalizing over appearance~at and using~xt � (~at;~lt),

p(~ltj~Z1:t) = k

Z
~at

p(~Ztj~lt;~at)�Z
~lt�1

Z
~at�1

p(~ltj~lt�1;~at�1)p(~atj~lt;~lt�1;~at�1)p(~lt�1;~at�1j~Z1:t�1):

The integral over~lt�1 will be replaced by the sum over weighted par-

ticles.

Rao-Blackwellization. We could also use samples to approximate

the integrals over the appearance variables (but, according to the Rao-

Blackwell theorem, this would increase the variance of the estimator).

Instead we wish to analytically integrate over the appearance vari-

ables. Specifically,

� p(~lt�1;~at�1j~Z1:t�1) is the estimate of the previous posterior, sam-

pled in~lt and Gaussian in~at�1.

� The termp(~atj~lt;~lt�1;~at�1) is modeled by a Gaussian distribution

over~at (larger pose changes~lt � ~lt�1 are taken to increase the

variance).

� p(~ltj~lt�1;~at�1) ... ouch.
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Recursive Hybrid Particle, Cont.

The previous integrals become a product of Gaussians (and tractable)

if we assume

p(~ltj~lt�1;~at�1) = p(~ltj~lt�1);
That is, the conditional distribution for the pose at timet depends

only on the pose at the previous frame, and not on the appearance at

the previous frame. In many situations this is probably an innocuous

assumption.
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Recursive Hybrid Particle, Results

The results indicate improved tracking when a richer appearance model

(12D) is used in the Hybrid filter:

However, when a 12D appearance model is used with the standard

particle filter, the increased variance causes more tracking failures

(for the same number of particles).

Moreover, the paper demonstrates that substantially more particles do

not provide results of the quality of the hybrid particle filter approach.
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